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embedded workstations, built-in iar workstations, built-in ide workstations, built-in workstations 6.7. Remote workstations
DIRECTUM Remote built-in iar workstations are iar workstations with extended functionality and communication facilities,
including remote workstations: Note: *- iar workstations are understood as workstations intended exclusively for boards and

responsible persons, as well as information system administrators; **- built-in workstations are understood as workstations built
into IS from the technical point of view of a complete solution. Embedded workspaces iar are workspaces whose interface

interfaces are connected to a central computer or cluster interface. Tasks solved through built-in graphical tools: Remote control
of the calculator: Graphics management: Auto-scheduling and scheduling of working hours, work schedules for employees,
Organization of own "hot" places: Organizing your own paperwork Providing reports and constructions for management,

Content management: creating and editing documents, Working with databases and file servers: Work in the Microsoft.Word
environment, Saving objects, working with texts, fonts, Sorting and searching for objects, Adding bookmarks and tracking

changes, Creation of projects and documents, project management, Library of objects (data sources), Downloading and viewing
files, View projects and / or documents, with the result recorded in a file; Managing the process of merging two applications.

Connection methods in different versions of DIRECTUM: You can connect via the WEB-interface through the corporate
protocols HTTP, FTP, transmission over communication channels, remote access to files, local records on the disk, reading files
using the MS Exchange driver, etc. Connection via FTP interface: to connect via FTPS, you need to go to the site direcs.ru, in

the section connecting to DIREcMS resources, select your connection option and enter your login and password for access. RTP
/ RTSP protocol: for the DIRPulse service, a direct exchange protocol is provided through the CAN channel, the protocol must

be defined in the data network settings. Network map: for
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